A study was conducted to determine tfie benefits of an 4 appwch to teaching inferential skills that combined an explicit attempt.to eensitize'childrento why and how-one should draw . inferellides to pripr knowledge with substantlel practice in drawin § -'s4ch inferences during story:,diicussions,".Subjects were 20 good and 20 poor fourth grade reade's who were randomly 'assigned to either an experimental or a control ,group. The werimental treatment consisted' of three parts: (1) 'making studen4aware of the importance of relating new information to their existing knowledge structures; (2) getting students to speculltel, prior to reading, about what they woulddo in the protagonist's situation and to predidt what the 'protagonist would dp.4 and (3) getting students to answer a-number of inferential questions: Students in the.,control groip receiv40 literal/inferential questions in a pattern most-often reflected kn elememOry school reading: instruction. The, results showed that poor 'readers tended to benefit "from the instruction, more tban did .good ! ''readers. The poor reader's did not differ'tubstantia1.1, from good lifeadefs in answering the inferential questions.. The poor readers.also ,outpeifofmed their control group peers, indicating that-the experimental teaching approach-was succesaul. (Examples of teacher-sthdent discussions hat occurred during questioning sessions and,copiesof worksheet questions are appended. (FL) IPO
Inferential comprehension is more difficult for children than literal comprehension; this assertion has been validated in a wide range of studies, using-a variety of measures (Guszak, 1967; Pearson., HarAn & Gordon, 1979; . Raphael, 1980; NAEP, 1981) . One interesiting question is whether the gap represents a simple fact about natural variation in task difficulty (inference is simply harder) or an accident of instructional history (students, practice literal tasks more frequently). Some evidence txists for , the instructional his,tory argumet-: Hansen (1981) , found that 'basal readeist questions emphasized literal tasks, and Guszak (1967) found that tealchert asked lfteal questions more often. Yet other evidence indicates that students ,have greater difficulty generating information from prior knowledge to' answer a question than they do recognizing the sensible information when itis presented in a txt' (Fearson, Hansen, & Gordon, .191 ).
Nonetheless, even if inferential tasks are inherently more diEfic1,1t, it is possible that the gap4betwetn literal and inferential comprehension performance could be War-rowed if inferential tasks received:more 1.nstructio emphasis. Hansen (1981) set out to investigate precisely: that issue.
Working with average ability second grade student's, she devised two treatments to improve comprehensfOn. The first was .a "practice only" approach 4.
IAn Instructional Study 3 in the sense that the only difference between it and a "business as usual"
control group--which received the traditional diet Of 80% literal to 03. w e/ inferential questions.typicallyjound among questions suggested in basal manuals-,-was that the students in this treatment were asked only inferapce questions during story-discussions. The second was more .
Of a strategY, -. , training treatmeht. The students in this group received the, same discussion 14.
questions as the control group; however,`the traditional building b,ackground for the story section of the basal manual .was'replaced by a technkwe / involving three steps designed to orient the students ;toward "an .infer&itial set" -for\reading:
(a) Students were asked thre* questions which tapp4' (Raphael, 1980; Day, 1980; Brown &,Palincsar, in press) have condu cted training 'studies from whin-they concluded that the provision of a specific strategy students could use rooms (Durkin, 1978-79; : Duffy &' Mcl.ntyre, 1980) Project-relaipd activities const,4 -tuted 2 instructional days each week.
For thg other, 3 days the teachers provided the-rgular vocabulary and svil 'activities which followed the bas.al Programs and school curriculum. Of the 2 prqjeci-related days, one was devoted to introducing the ;1-zpis and the other was devoted tp discussing the stories after they had been read.
On the day when the stories were introduced, each teacher followed a lesson plan provided by'the expermeters. For the experimental groups these wer the strategy-training sessions. The lessons began with a'discussion the virtues of using "your own life" (a phrase which the children coined after repeatedl'y, hearing the phrase "your,previbus experiences"). to
help you understand what you read. The students discussed the importance .
As Teacher:
.
What is it that we have been doing before we talk -about each story?
FocIA of responses:
We talk about our Lives/ and we predict. what will happen in the stories.
Teacher:
Why c)o we make these comparisons?
Focus of responses:
4 These comparisons will help us understand the stories.f. -soT1.6 short pants.)
This'discussion led'into the following hypothesis situation:
In our next story there is an old man wh6 is embarrassed about the way he looks. ,and 'basal reader teachers' manuals (GuSzak,111967; Hansen, 1981 was written on each student's paper by the classroom teacher. When the worksheet § were retwned to the children; the teachel2s always expr=essed satisfaction with the performdnce of the group.
FX the experimental groups the teachers always connected the students' success vith the experimental When -it climbssor jumps on a mouse or rat, the cat's claws come out, ready for business, so they can grab the mouse or rat.
T (2) hy'clot a cat's claws make any noise when the cat runs? 4
What does it mean to say that a cat's claws come out "ready 
Results
The results were analitzeCusing MANOVA and ANOVA procedures. All oul7 colne measures were analyzed separately and will be presented as independent sources of data.
Comp rehens ion. Woritsheets
The data from the worksheets accompanying 'the stories in which the -instruction Was.embedded were analyzed separately for the good and poor readers because the two groups of students were reading from different" basals.
For the poor readers the multivariate analysis .revealed a treatment effect on the question type, F(2;17) = 5./375, p <;.01, R c = .63 (see ,   Table t for means and standard devisations). ,The two measures were significantly correlated (pooled within cell r = .66, p.< .025), but the multi- Thus, the experimental treatment, which focused'on inferential thinking, was helpful to the poor reader's when they were confronted with additional inferential questions froVrthe instructional stories.
Insert Table I The data from thes'e stories at each reading level indicate that the poor readers who received the inferential instruction benefited from it.
Theirarlswers to both inferential and' literal questions were superior to those of the students in the control group. For the good readers, there were no treatment effect.
Common Story
The story read by allreaders produced the same sets, of scores as .31 (see Table 3 for means and standard deviations).
An Instructional Study ,Insert Table 3 about here...
4-
The follow -up uni.variate este revealed the same main effects for, the It is worth noting (see Table 3 ) that the . students.in enefited the treatment.
4;
Why was "it possible to improve low ability students'infeeence drawing As one stydent volunteeredstO us, "I didn't know it was M. to use my head tgaanswer questions. The introduction? provided theibppotunity to 'relate personal experiences and make predictions which served to make the story events more readily ideotcftable when studects encountered them.
One must remember that the predictions were often not accurate,but even wn.
One other expranation is possibl These good readers were scoring at /csixth grade levels bn standardized tests while they were Placed rn fourth grade reading materials. Perhaps if they had been using more c"tld11 etiging and/or more unfamiliar material, the treatment 23 c.
might have had a more profound effect. These possibilities await further investigation.
, \
Another aspect of/the study which became apparent during observations was a motivational factor. Poor readeri who are in VOurth grade knqw they w/.
are poor readers. They may have learned that the activities they are using, in reading do not get them very far. Perhaps they tuned in tip Sheopening.
comments which emphasized that this method would help their comprehension.
These same opening comments may not have landed on such receptive eas in the case of the good readers. (who knowing they are good readers, ma''not have been impressed by the expectat n that this method ,comprehension).
Other observational notes -underline.
would help heir ',- possibility that moti ation played an, important role for the poor reader . The students in ekperi-. mental group were much more involved.in theirts troductions than the students in the control group. They noticeably enjoyed talking a/bout them-, t selves and venturing forth some possibilities about events in th stories. . This created a higher level of interest'in thestories than was usual for these normally reludant readers. Imagine how impressed we as researchers were to hear-the following interchange between teacher and students just as the introduction to a story was ending': The teacher uttei-ecithe usually fateful comment, "Now go and read the story."-"Good!" exclaimed threeNof the boys as they rushed from the group. Prediction Question:
In the story, Cousiv*..Allma is afraid ofsomething even 'though she is an adbilt.
What doyou think it is?
.1,
4
Important Idea Plumber Two:
People sometimes act more bravely than they feel. 
